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that would allow us to pack the maximum of hydrogen in the gas
cells and thus increase the Norge's lift. Since the ship had to carry
a useful load of ten and a half tons, including the petrol, the pilot
wanted all the spare hydrogen he could get to play with when
manoeuvring the airship from higher to lower altitudes.
On May 9 we had exactly what we wanted in weather. The
north European "high" still persisted, giving Kings Bay clear, cold
weather. A new "high" had built up across the North Pole, with a
stretch from Nova Zembla, Russia, to Alberta, Canada. There was
a storm centre in the Bering Sea, though how intense we did not
know. When we reached it, we discovered that it was severe.
Though May 9 was Sunday, our gang worked all day putting petrol
aboard the Norge and filling the lifting-gas cells.
On May 10 the pressure distribution continued as it had been,
and both our own weather service and the Norwegian bureau at
Tromso advised us to start. Point Barrow still reported fog, but
we hoped that might clear away before our arrival. On the after-
noon of May 10 the Norge was ready, and at Commander Byrd's
celebration dinner that evening we announced that we would start
soon after midnight. During the evening, however, the wind got
up again, making it risky to take the Norge from the hangar. We
postponed the start until morning, and everybody turned in fully
dressed and ready to go whenever the wind dropped. At 7 a.m.,
May n, we were routed out of bed. We ate big breakfasts, put on
our flying clothes, and went to the hangar. At half-past eight the
airship, with engines running to warm them, was drawn safely from
the hangar. We shook hands with our friends and went aboard,
sixteen of us.
Of the sixteen, six, including General Nobile (he had been
promoted to the rank of general of the air), were Italians. All the
rest were Norwegians, except myself. The Italians Cecioni, chief
engineer, and Caratti and Pomella, assistants, rode in the three
engine nacelles. Two Italian riggers, Alessandrini and Arduino,
perched on the keel above. With them was our old friend of the
1925 adventure, Omdal, serving as motor expert. At times during
the flight the two Italian riggers napped in the shallow trough
of the keel—a most precarious thing, it seemed to me, since if one
even tossed in sleep he might have rolled out and torn through the

